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Abstract. Certain basic inequalities, involving the squared mean curvature
and one of the scalar curvature, the sectional curvature and the Ricci curvature
for a submanifold of any Riemannian manifold, are obtained. Applying these re-
sults we obtain the corresponding inequalities for di®erent kinds of submanifolds
of a locally conformal Kaehler space form. Equality cases are also discussed.
Finally, we also ¯nd a su±cient condition for a Lagrangian submanifold of a
locally conformal Kaehler space form to be minimal.
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x1. Introduction
In [2], B.-Y. Chen recalled that one of the basic interests of submanifold the-
ory is to establish simple relationships between the main extrinsic invariants
and the main intrinsic invariants of a submanifold. Many famous results in
di®erential geometry can be regarded as results in this respect. The main
extrinsic invariant is the squared mean curvature and the main intrinsic in-
variants include the classical curvature invariants namely the scalar curvature,
the sectional curvature and the Ricci curvature. There are also other impor-
tant modern intrinsic invariants of (sub)manifolds introduced by B.-Y. Chen
[7].
In the literature, we ¯nd several work done in establishing basic inequali-
ties involving the squared mean curvature and one of the classical curvature
invariants namely the scalar curvature, the sectional curvature and the Ricci
curvature for di®erent kind of submanifolds of real space forms and complex
space forms. The ¯rst results in these directions were proved by B.-Y. Chen in
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[2], [4] and [5]. To prove these kind of results, one needs an extra condition on
the Riemannian curvature tensor of the ambient manifold, like its constancy
in the case of real space forms and the constancy of holomorphic sectional
curvature in the case of complex space forms.
On the other hand, in [5], B.-Y. Chen extends the notion of Ricci curvature
to k-Ricci curvature (2 · k · n) in an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold.
Since the notion of k-Ricci curvatures involves curvature functions that \in-
terpolate" between the sectional curvature (k = 2) and the Ricci curvature
(k = n ¡ 1), it is natural to ask to study the role of k-Ricci curvatures in
¯nding such inequalities for submanifolds.
Motivated by a result of B.-Y. Chen [5], a basic inequality, involving the
Ricci curvature and the squared mean curvature of the submanifold of any
Riemannian manifolds, was proved recently [10]. The goal was achieved by
use of the concept of k-Ricci curvature.
In this paper, we ¯nd basic inequalities for a submanifold of any Rieman-
nian manifold involving the squared mean curvature and one of the intrinsic
invariants namely the scalar curvature and the sectional curvature of the sub-
manifold. Then, we apply these results to ¯nd corresponding inequalities for
di®erent kinds of submanifolds of a locally conformal Kaehler space form. The
paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we recall the de¯nitions of Ricci
curvature, k-Ricci curvature, scalar curvature, normalized scalar curvature.
Then we give basic equations and de¯nitions for a submanifolds. Section 3
contains a brief account of locally conformal Kaehler manifolds. In section
4, we ¯nd a basic inequality involving the scalar curvature and the squared
mean curvature for submanifolds of a Riemannian manifold. Then, we apply
this inequality to ¯nd a similar inequality for submanifolds of a locally con-
formal Kaehler space form. In section 5, ¯rst we establish a basic inequality
involving sectional curvatures and the squared mean curvature for subman-
ifolds of a Riemannian manifold, then by applying this inequality we ¯nd a
similar inequality for submanifolds of a locally conformal Kaehler space form.
In section 6, ¯rst we recall a basic inequality for submanifolds of a Riemannian
manifold, which involves the Ricci curvature and the squared mean curvature
of the submanifold. As an application, we ¯nd the corresponding inequality
for submanifolds of a locally conformal Kaehler space form. In section 7, we
¯nd a su±cient condition for minimality of a Lagrangian submanifold of a
locally conformal Kaehler space form such that the Lee form is tangential to
the submanifold.
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x2. Preliminaries
LetM be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold equipped with a Riemannian
metric g. The inner product of the metric g is denoted by h; i. We denote the
set of unit vectors in TpM by T 1pM ; thus
T 1pM = fX 2 TpM j hX;Xi = 1g :
Let fe1; : : : ; eng be any orthonormal basis for T 1pM . For a ¯xed i 2 f1; : : : ; ng,
the Ricci curvature of ei, denoted Ric (ei), is de¯ned by
(2.1) Ric (ei) =
nX
j 6=i
Kij :
Let ¦k be a k-plane section of TpM and X a unit vector in ¦k. We choose an
orthonormal basis fe1; : : : ; ekg of ¦k such that e1 = X. The Ricci curvature
Ric¦k of ¦k at X is de¯ned by [5]
(2.2) Ric¦k(X) = K12 +K13 + ¢ ¢ ¢+K1k:
Ric¦k(X) is called a k-Ricci curvature. The scalar curvature ¿ (¦k) of the
k-plane section ¦k is given by
(2.3) ¿ (¦k) =
X
1·i<j·k
Kij ;
where fe1; : : : ; ekg is any orthonormal basis of the k-plane section ¦k. The
scalar curvature ¿(p) of M at p is identical with the scalar curvature of the
tangent space TpM ofM at p, that is, ¿ (p) = ¿ (TpM). If ¦2 is a plane section,
¿(¦2) is simply the sectional curvature K (¦2) of ¦2. Geometrically, ¿(¦k) is
the scalar curvature of the image expp(¦k) of ¦k at p under the exponential
map at p. We de¯ne the normalized scalar curvature ¿N (¦k) of ¦k by
(2.4) ¿N (¦k) =
2¿ (¦k)
k (k ¡ 1) :
The normalized scalar curvature at p is de¯ned as [4]
(2.5) ¿N (p) =
2¿ (p)
n (n¡ 1) :
Then, we see that
¿N (p) = ¿N (TpM) :
Let M be an n-dimensional submanifold of an m-dimensional Riemannian
manifold fM equipped with a Riemannian metric eg. We use the inner product
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notation h; i for both the metrics eg of fM and the induced metric g on the
submanifold M .
The Gauss and Weingarten formulas are given respectively by
erXY = rXY + ¾ (X;Y ) and erXN = ¡ANX +r?XN
for all X;Y 2 ¡(TM) and N 2 ¡(T?M), where er, r and r? are respectively
the Riemannian, induced Riemannian and induced normal connections in fM ,
M and the normal bundle T?M ofM respectively, and ¾ is the second funda-
mental form related to the shape operator A by h¾ (X;Y ) ; Ni = hANX;Y i.
The equation of Gauss is given by
R(X;Y; Z;W ) = eR(X;Y; Z;W ) + h¾(X;W ); ¾(Y;Z)i(2.6)
¡ h¾(X;Z); ¾(Y;W )i
for all X;Y; Z;W 2 ¡(TM), where eR and R are the curvature tensors of fM
and M respectively.
The mean curvature vector H is given by H = 1ntrace(¾). The submanifold
M is totally geodesic in fM if ¾ = 0, and minimal if H = 0. If ¾ (X;Y ) =
g (X;Y )H for all X;Y 2 ¡(TM), then M is totally umbilical.
The relative null space of M at p is de¯ned by [5]
Np = fX 2 TpM j¾(X;Y ) = 0 for all Y 2 TpMg ;
which is also known as the kernel of the second fundamental form at p [6].
x3. Locally conformal Kaehler space forms
A Hermitian manifold fM , equipped with a complex structure J and a Hermi-
tian metric eg, is called a locally conformal Kaehler manifold, if eg is conformal
to some local Kaehler metric in the neighborhood of each point of fM , that is,
if there is an open cover fUigi2I of fM and a family ffigi2I of C1-functions
fi : Ui ! R so that each local metric gi = exp(¡2fi)egjUi is a Kaehler metric
on Ui [19]. Although, complex geometry deals primarily with Kaehler man-
ifolds, there are some complex manifolds, such as for instance complex Hopf
manifolds, which do not admit any global Kaehler metrics at all. For more
details we refer to [13] and [9].
A necessary and su±cient condition for a Hermitian manifold to be a locally
conformal Kaehler manifold is as follows.
Proposition 3.1 ([11]). A Hermitian manifold fM is a locally conformal
Kaehler manifold if and only if there exists a global closed 1-form !, called
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the Lee form, satisfyingD³erZJ´X;Y E = f! (JX) hY;Zi ¡ ! (X) hJY; Zig
¡ f! (JY ) hX;Zi ¡ ! (Y ) hJX;Zig
for all X;Y; Z 2 ¡(TfM), where h; i denotes the inner product of the metric eg.
On a locally conformal Kaehler manifold, a symmetric (0; 2)-tensor eP is
de¯ned by
eP (X;Y ) = ¡³erX!´Y ¡ ! (X)! (Y ) + 12 k!k2 hX;Y i ;
where k!k denotes the length of the Lee form ! with respect to eg. The tensor
¯eld eP is said to be hybrid ifeP (JX; Y ) + eP (X;JY ) = 0; X; Y 2 ¡(TfM):
Proposition 3.2 ([13]). In a locally conformal Kaehler manifold fM of real
dimension 2m, the Ricci tensor eS satis¯es
eS (JX; Y ) + eS (X;JY ) = 2 (m¡ 1)³ eP (JX; Y ) + eP (X;JY )´
for all X;Y 2 ¡(T ~M). Thus, the tensor ¯led eP is hybrid if and only if the
Ricci tensor eS is hybrid.
If the holomorphic sectional curvature of a locally conformal Kaehler man-
ifold fM is a real constant c, then fM is said to be a locally conformal Kaehler
space form, and is denoted by fM (c). Under the assumption that eP is hybrid,
the Riemann curvature tensor eR of fM (c) is given by [11], [13]
eR(X;Y; Z;W ) = c
4
fhY;Zi hX;W i ¡ hX;Zi hY;W ig(3.1)
+
c
4
fhJY; Zi hJX;W i ¡ hJX;Zi hJY;W i
¡ 2 hJX; Y i hJZ;W ig
+
3
4
fhY;Zi eP (X;W )¡ hX;Zi eP (Y;W )
+ eP (Y;Z) hX;W i ¡ eP (X;Z) hY;W ig
¡ 1
4
fhJY; Zi eP (JX;W )¡ hJX;Zi eP (JY;W )
+ eP (JY; Z) hJX;W i ¡ eP (JX;Z) hJY;W i
¡ 2 eP (JX; Y ) hJZ;W i ¡ 2 hJX; Y i eP (JZ;W )g
for all X;Y; Z;W 2 ¡(TfM). Throughout this paper we assume that eP is
hybrid in a locally conformal Kaehler space form.
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x4. Scalar curvature of submanifolds
Let M be an n-dimensional submanifold of an m-dimensional Riemannian
manifold fM . Let fe1; : : : ; eng be an orthonormal basis of the tangent space
TpM and er (r = n+ 1; : : : ;m) belongs to an orthonormal basis fen+1; : : : ; emg
of the normal space T?p M . We put
¾rij = h¾ (ei; ej) ; eri and k¾k2 =
nX
i;j=1
h¾ (ei; ej) ; ¾ (ei; ej)i :
Let Kij and eKij denote the sectional curvature of the plane section spanned
by ei and ej at p in the submanifoldM and in the ambient manifold fM respec-
tively. Thus, Kij and eKij are the intrinsic and extrinsic sectional curvature of
the Spanfei; ejg at p. In view of the equation (2.6) of Gauss, we have
(4.1) Kij = eKij + mX
r=n+1
¡
¾rii¾
r
jj ¡ (¾rij)2
¢
:
From (4.1) it follows that
(4.2) 2¿ (p) = 2e¿ (TpM) + n2 kHk2 ¡ k¾k2 ;
where e¿ (TpM) = X
1·i<j·n
eKij
denote the scalar curvature of the n-plane section TpM in the ambient manifoldfM . Thus, ¿ (p) and e¿ (TpM) are the intrinsic and extrinsic scalar curvature of
the submanifold at p respectively.
In view of (4.2) it follows that for an n-dimensional submanifold M of a
Riemannian manifold
(4.3) ¿ (p) · 1
2
n2 kHk2 + e¿ (TpM)
with equality if and only if M is totally geodesic.
Now, we recall the following algebraic Lemma.
Lemma 4.1 (Lemma 3.2, [18]). If a1; : : : ; an are n (n > 1) real numbers then
(4.4)
1
n
Ã
nX
i=1
ai
!2
·
nX
i=1
a2i ;
with equality holding if and only if a1 = a2 = ¢ ¢ ¢ = an.
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Using Lemma 4.1 we shall improve the inequality (4.3). In fact, we have
Theorem 4.2. For an n-dimensional submanifold M in a Riemannian man-
ifold, at each point p 2M , we have
(4.5) ¿(p) · n (n¡ 1)
2
kHk2 + e¿ (TpM)
with equality if and only if p is a totally umbilical point.
Proof. We choose an orthonormal basis fe1; : : : ; en; en+1; : : : ; emg at p such
that e1; : : : ; en are tangential to M at p and en+1 is parallel to the mean
curvature vector H(p) and e1; : : : ; en diagonalize the shape operator Aen+1 .
Then the shape operators take the forms
(4.6) Aen+1 = diag
¡
¾n+111 ; ¾
n+1
22 ; : : : ; ¾
n+1
nn
¢
;
(4.7) Aer =
¡
¾rij
¢
; traceAer =
nX
i=1
¾rii = 0
for all i; j = 1; : : : ; n and r = n+ 2; : : : ;m; and from (4.2), we get
(4.8) 2¿ (p) = 2e¿ (TpM) + n2 kHk2 ¡ nX
i=1
¡
¾n+1ii
¢2 ¡ mX
r=n+2
nX
i;j=1
(¾rij)
2:
Using Lemma 4.1, we get
(4.9) n kHk2 ·
nX
i=1
¡
¾n+1ii
¢2
:
In view of (4.8) and (4.9), we have
(4.10) ¿ (p) · n (n¡ 1)
2
kHk2 + e¿ (TpM)¡ 12
mX
r=n+2
nX
i;j=1
(¾rij)
2;
which implies (4.5). If the equality in (4.5) holds, then from Lemma 4.1 and
(4.10) it follows that
¾n+111 = ¾
n+1
22 = ¢ ¢ ¢ = ¾n+1nn and Aer = 0; r = n+ 2; : : : ;m:
Therefore, p is a totally umbilical point. The converse is straightforward.
Remark 4.3. Using an inequality for roots of a polynomial, B. Suceava proved
Theorem 4.2 for a hypersurface (see Proposition 1, [16]). Then in general
codimension case, he proved Theorem 4.2 with out any information about
equality case (see Proposition 2, [16]). But our proof of Theorem 4.2 is very
short and also includes equality case.
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In view of Theorem 4.2, we have
Theorem 4.4. For an n-dimensional submanifold M of a Riemannian man-
ifold, at each point p 2M , we have
(4.11) ¿N (p) · kHk2 + e¿N (TpM) ;
where ¿N is the normalized scalar curvature of M at p, and e¿N (TpM) denotes
the normalized scalar curvature of TpM in the ambient manifold fM . The
equality in (4.11) holds if and only if p is a totally umbilical point.
Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 provide the following obstructions for a minimal
immersion into a Riemannian manifold.
Theorem 4.5. Let M be an n-dimensional submanifold of an m-dimensional
Riemannian manifold fM . If the intrinsic scalar curvature (resp. intrinsic
normalized scalar curvature) of M is greater than the extrinsic scalar curva-
ture (resp. extrinsic normalized scalar curvature), then M admits no minimal
immersion into fM .
If M is an n-dimensional submanifold of a real space form Rm (c), then we
have
2e¿ (TpM) = n (n¡ 1) c and e¿N (TpM) = c:
Consequently, in view of Theorem 4.4 we have the following
Theorem 4.6 (Lemma 1, [4]). Let M be an n-dimensional submanifold of
a real space form Rm (c). Then at each point p 2 M , the normalized scalar
curvature ¿N of M satis¯es
¿N (p) · kHk2 + c;
with equality holding if and only if p is a totally umbilical point. Consequently,
if the normalized scalar curvature of M is greater than c, then M admits no
minimal immersion into the real space form Rm (c).
Let M be a submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold (fM;J; eg). For
any X 2 TpM we decompose JX into tangential and normal parts given by
(4.12) JX = PX + FX; PX 2 TpM; FX 2 T?p M ;
thus PX is the tangential part of JX while FX is the normal part of JX.
There are two well-known classes of submanifolds, namely, holomorphic (in-
variant) submanifolds and totally real (anti-invariant) submanifolds [20]. In
the ¯rst case the tangent space of the submanifold remains invariant under
the action of the almost complex structure J where as in the second case it
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is mapped into the normal space. Thus, M is invariant if F = 0, and it is
anti-invariant if P = 0. The squared norm of P at p 2 M is de¯ned to be
kPk2 = Pni;j=1 hPei; eji2, where fe1; : : : ; eng is any orthonormal basis of the
tangent space TpM .
Now, we study scalar curvature of submanifolds of locally conformal
Kaehler space forms. We need the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.7. Let M be an n-dimensional submanifold of an m-dimensional
locally conformal Kaehler space form fM (c). Let fe1; : : : ; eng be an orthonor-
mal basis of the tangent space TpM and er belongs to an orthonormal basis
fen+1; : : : ; emg of the normal space T?p M . Then
eKij = c4 + 3c4 hPei; eji2 + 34 n eP (ei; ei) + eP (ej ; ej)o(4.13)
+
3
2
hPei; eji eP (ei; Jej) ;
gRic(TpM) (ei) = (n¡ 1) c4 + 3c4 kPeik2(4.14)
+
3
4
f(n¡ 2) eP (ei; ei) + trace( eP jM )g
+
3
2
nX
j=1
hPei; eji eP (ei; Jej);
e¿ (TpM) = n (n¡ 1) c8 + 3c8 kPk2 + 34 (n¡ 1) trace( eP jM )(4.15)
+
3
4
nX
i=1
nX
j=1
hPei; eji eP (ei; Jej) :
Proof. Equation (4.13) follows from (3.1). Using gRic(TpM) (ei) = Pnj 6=i eKij
from (4.13), we get (4.14). Next, using 2e¿ (TpM) = Pni=1gRic(TpM) (ei) from
(4.14), we get (4.15).
In view of (4.15), the equation (4.2) becomes
2¿(p) = n2 kHk2 ¡ k¾k2 + n (n¡ 1) c
4
(4.16)
+
3c
4
kPk2 + 3
2
(n¡ 1) trace( eP jM )
+
3
2
nX
i=1
nX
j=1
hPei; eji eP (ei; Jej) :
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In particular, if M is a totally real submanifold, then the equation (4.16)
reduces to
(4.17) 2¿(p) = n2 kHk2 ¡ k¾k2 + n (n¡ 1) c
4
+
3
2
(n¡ 1) trace( eP jM );
which is the corrected version of the equation (2.2) namely
(4.18) 2¿(p) = n2 kHk2 ¡ k¾k2 + 1
4
n (n¡ 1)
³
c+ 6trace( eP jM )´
of [14].
Next, we have
Theorem 4.8. For an n-dimensional submanifold M of a locally conformal
Kaehler space form fM (c), at each point p 2M , we have
¿(p) · n (n¡ 1)
2
kHk2 + n (n¡ 1) c
8
(4.19)
+
3c
8
kPk2 + 3
4
(n¡ 1) trace( eP jM )
+
3
4
nX
i=1
nX
j=1
hPei; eji eP (ei; Jej) ;
with equality if and only if p is a totally umbilical point.
Proof. Using (4.15) in (4.5) gives (4.19).
Putting P = 0 in (4.19), we immediately get the following
Corollary 4.9. For an n-dimensional totally real submanifold M of a locally
conformal Kaehler space form fM (c)
(4.20) ¿(p) · n (n¡ 1)
2
kHk2 + n (n¡ 1) c
8
+
3
4
(n¡ 1) trace( eP jM )
with equality if and only if p is a totally umbilical point.
We also have
Corollary 4.10. If M is an n-dimensional invariant submanifold of a locally
conformal Kaehler space form fM (c), then at each point p 2M it follows that
¿(p) · n (n¡ 1)
2
kHk2 + n(n+ 2) c
8
+
3
4
(n¡ 1) trace( eP jM )(4.21)
+
3
4
nX
i=1
nX
j=1
hPei; eji eP (ei; Jej)
with equality if and only if p is a totally umbilical point.
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x5. Sectional curvature of submanifolds
First, we recall the following Lemma.
Lemma 5.1 (Lemma 3.1, [2]). If n ¸ 2 and a1; : : : ; an; a are real numbers
such that
(5.1)
Ã
nX
i=1
ai
!2
= (n¡ 1)
Ã
nX
i=1
a2i + a
!
;
then 2a1a2 ¸ a, with equality holding if and only if a1 + a2 = a3 = ¢ ¢ ¢ = an.
Now, we establish an inequality for submanifoldsM of a Riemannian man-
ifold involving intrinsic invariants, namely the sectional curvature and the
scalar curvature of M ; and the main extrinsic invariant, namely the squared
mean curvature as follows:
Theorem 5.2. Let M be an n-dimensional (n ¸ 3) submanifold of an m-
dimensional Riemannian manifold fM . Then, for each point p 2 M and each
plane section ¦2 ½ TpM , we have
(5.2) ¿ ¡K (¦2) · n
2(n¡ 2)
2 (n¡ 1) kHk
2 + e¿ (TpM)¡ eK (¦2) :
The equality in (5:2) holds at p 2M if and only if there exist an orthonormal
basis fe1; : : : ; eng of TpM and an orthonormal basis fen+1; : : : ; emg of T?p M
such that (a) ¦2 = Span fe1; e2g and (b) the forms of shape operators Ar ´
Aer , r = n+ 1; : : : ;m, become
(5.3) An+1 =
0@ a 0 00 b 0
0 0 (a+ b) In¡2
1A ;
(5.4) Ar =
0@ cr dr 0dr ¡cr 0
0 0 0n¡2
1A ; r 2 fn+ 2; : : : ;mg :
Proof. Let ¦2 ½ TpM be a plane section. We choose an orthonormal basis
fe1; e2; : : : ; eng for TpM and fen+1; : : : ; emg for the normal space T?p M at
p such that ¦2 = Span fe1; e2g and the mean curvature vector H is in the
direction of the normal vector to en+1. We rewrite (4.2) asÃ
nX
i=1
¾n+1ii
!2
(5.5)
= (n¡ 1)
0@ nX
i=1
¡
¾n+1ii
¢2 +X
i 6=j
³
¾n+1ij
´2
+
mX
r=n+2
nX
i;j=1
¡
¾rij
¢2 +¨
1A ;
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where
(5.6) ¨ = 2¿ ¡ 2e¿ (TpM)¡ n2(n¡ 2)
n¡ 1 kHk
2 :
Applying Lemma 5.1 to (5.5), we get
(5.7) 2¾n+111 ¾
n+1
22 ¸ ¨+
X
i6=j
³
¾n+1ij
´2
+
mX
r=n+2
nX
i;j=1
¡
¾rij
¢2
:
From equation (4.1) it also follows that
(5.8) K (¦2) = eK (¦2) + ¾n+111 ¾n+122 ¡ ¡¾n+112 ¢2 + mX
r=n+2
³
¾r11¾
r
22 ¡ (¾r12)2
´
:
From (5.7) and (5.8) we have
K(¦2) ¸ eK (¦2) + 12¨ +
mX
r=n+1
X
j>2
f(¾r1j)2 + (¾r2j)2g(5.9)
+
1
2
X
i6=j>2
(¾n+1ij )
2 +
1
2
mX
r=n+2
X
i;j>2
(¾rij)
2 +
1
2
mX
r=n+2
(¾r11 + ¾
r
22)
2;
or
(5.10) K(¦2) ¸ eK (¦2) + 12¨:
In view of (5.6) and (5.10), we get (5.2).
If the equality in (5.2) holds, then the inequalities given by (5.7) and (5.9)
become equalities. In this case, we have
(5.11)
8<:
¾n+11j = 0; ¾
n+1
2j = 0; ¾
n+1
ij = 0; i 6= j > 2;
¾r1j = ¾
r
2j = ¾
r
ij = 0; r = n+ 2; : : : ;m; i; j = 3; : : : ; n;
¾n+211 + ¾
n+2
22 = ¢ ¢ ¢ = ¾m11 + ¾m22 = 0:
Now, we choose e1 and e2 so that ¾n+112 = 0. Applying Lemma 5.1 we also
have
(5.12) ¾n+111 + ¾
n+1
22 = ¾
n+1
33 = ¢ ¢ ¢ = ¾n+1nn :
Thus, after choosing a suitable orthonormal basis fe1; : : : ; emg, the shape op-
erator of M becomes of the form given by (5.3) and (5.4). The converse is
easy to follow.
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If M is an n-dimensional submanifold in a real space form Rm (c), then we
have e¿ (TpM)¡ eK (¦2) = 12n (n¡ 1) c¡ c = 12 (n+ 1) (n¡ 2)c:
Then recalling the Chen invariant [2] ±M (p) = ¿(p) ¡ (infK) (p), in view of
Theorem 5.2 we have a sharp inequality for submanifolds M in a real space
form involving intrinsic invariant, namely Chen invariant of M ; and the main
extrinsic invariant, namely the squared mean curvature as follows:
Theorem 5.3 (Lemma 3.2, [2]). Let M be an n-dimensional (n ¸ 3) subman-
ifold of a real space form Rm (c). Then
±M ´ ¿ ¡ infK · n
2(n¡ 2)
2 (n¡ 1) kHk
2 +
1
2
(n+ 1) (n¡ 2)c:
Equality holds if and only if, with respect to suitable orthonormal frame ¯elds
e1; : : : ; en, en+1; : : : ; em, the forms of the shape operators Ar = Aer ; r = n +
1; : : : ;m become (5:3) and (5:4).
Theorem 5.3 is an improvement of a result of [8]. B.-Y. Chen also estab-
lished similar inequality in Theorem 2 of [3] for a submanifold of a complex
space form. Now, we apply Theorem 5.2, to get a similar results for subman-
ifolds of locally conformal Kaehler space forms.
Theorem 5.4. Let M be an n-dimensional (n ¸ 3) submanifold of a locally
conformal Kaehler space form fM (c). Then, for each point p 2 M and each
plane section ¦2 = Span fe1; e2g ½ TpM , we have
¿ ¡K (¦2) · n
2(n¡ 2)
2 (n¡ 1) kHk
2 +
1
8
(n+ 1) (n¡ 2)c(5.13)
+
3c
8
kPk2 ¡ 3c
4
hPe1; e2i2
+
3
4
(n¡ 1) trace( eP jM )¡ 34trace( eP j¦2)
+
3
4
nX
i=1
nX
j=1
hPei; eji eP (ei; Jej)
¡ 3
2
hPe1; e2i eP (e1; Je2) :
The equality in (5:13) holds at p 2M if and only if there exist an orthonormal
basis fe1; : : : ; eng of TpM and an orthonormal basis fen+1; : : : ; emg of T?p M
such that the shape operators Ar ´ Aer , r = n + 1; : : : ;m, become of forms
(5:3) and (5:4).
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Proof. If M is an n-dimensional submanifold of a locally conformal Kaehler
space form fM (c), then from (4.13) and (4.15) we get
e¿ (TpM)¡ eK (¦2) = 18 (n+ 1) (n¡ 2)c
+
3c
8
kPk2 ¡ 3c
4
hPe1; e2i2
+
3
4
(n¡ 1) trace( eP jM )¡ 34 trace( eP j¦2)
+
3
4
nX
i=1
nX
j=1
hPei; eji eP (ei; Jej)
¡ 3
2
hPe1; e2i eP (e1; Je2) :
Using the above equation in (5.2), we get (5.13).
Theorem 5.5. Let M be an n-dimensional (n ¸ 3) totally real submanifold
of a locally conformal Kaehler space form fM (c). Then, for each point p 2M
and each plane section ¦2 ½ TpM , we have
¿ ¡K (¦2) · n
2(n¡ 2)
2 (n¡ 1) kHk
2 +
1
8
(n+ 1) (n¡ 2)c(5.14)
+
3
4
(n¡ 1) trace( eP jM )¡ 34trace( eP j¦2):
The equality in (5:14) holds at p 2M if and only if there exist an orthonormal
basis fe1; : : : ; eng of TpM and an orthonormal basis fen+1; : : : ; emg of T?p M
such that (a) ¦2 = Span fe1; e2g and (b) the shape operators Ar ´ Aer ,
r = n+ 1; : : : ;m, become of forms (5:3) and (5:4).
Proof. Put P = 0 in (5:13).
Remark 5.6. The inequality (5.14) is di®erent from the inequality (2.3) in
[14]. Instead of (4.17) the equation (4.18) is used in [14].
x6. Ricci curvature of submanifolds
First, we recall the Ricci inequality (6.1) in the following.
Theorem 6.1 ([10]). Let M be an n-dimensional submanifold of a Rieman-
nian manifold. Then, the following statements are true.
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(a) For X 2 T 1pM , it follows that
(6.1) Ric (X) · 1
4
n2kHk2 +gRic(TpM) (X) ;
where gRic(TpM) (X) is the n-Ricci curvature of TpM at X 2 T 1pM with
respect to the ambient manifold fM .
(b) The equality case of (6:1) is satis¯ed by X 2 T 1pM if and only if
(6.2)
½
¾ (X;Y ) = 0; for all Y 2 TpM orthogonal to X;
2¾ (X;X) = nH (p) :
(c) The equality case of (6:1) holds for all X 2 T 1pM if and only if either p
is a totally geodesic point or n = 2 and p is a totally umbilical point.
Proof. We put
¾00(X;Y ) = ¾(X;Y )¡ n
2
g(X;Y )H
for any X;Y 2 TpM . Then for X 2 T 1pM , we obtain
0 ·
nX
i=1
< ¾00(X; ei); ¾00(X; ei) >
=
nX
i=1
< ¾(X; ei); ¾(X; ei) > ¡n < H; ¾(X;X) > +n
2
4
k H k2 :
According to the Gauss equation (2.6) and the above inequality, we can easily
get our theorem.
We immediately have the following
Corollary 6.2. Let M be an n-dimensional submanifold of a Riemannian
manifold. Then for X 2 T 1pM any two of the following three statements imply
the remaining one.
(a) X satis¯es the equality case of (6:1).
(b) H(p) = 0.
(c) X 2 Np.
Now, we establish a basic relationship between the Ricci curvature and the
squared mean curvature for a submanifold of a locally conformal Kaehler space
form.
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Theorem 6.3. Let M be an n-dimensional submanifold of a locally conformal
Kaehler space form fM (c). Then the following statement are true.
(a) If X 2 T 1pM , then
4Ric (X) · n2kHk2 + (3 kPXk2 + n¡ 1)c(6.3)
+ 3(n¡ 2) eP (X;X) + 3 trace( eP jM )
+ 6
nX
j=1
hPX; eji eP (X;Jej):
(b) If M is an invariant submanifold, then for any X 2 T 1pM it follows that
4Ric (X) · n2kHk2 + (n+ 2)c+ 3(n¡ 2) eP (X;X)(6.4)
+ 3 trace( eP jM ) + 6 nX
j=1
hPX; eji eP (X;Jej):
(c) If M is a totally real submanifold, then for any X 2 T 1pM it follows that
(6.5) 4Ric(X) · n2kHk2+(n¡ 1)c+3(n¡ 2) eP (X;X)+ 3 trace( eP jM ):
(d) If H(p) = 0, then X 2 T 1pM satis¯es the equality cases of the inequalities
(6:3), (6:4) and (6:5) if and only if X 2 Np.
(e) The equality cases of the inequalities (6:3), (6:4) and (6:5) are satis¯ed
for all X 2 T 1pM if and only if either p is a totally geodesic point or
n = 2 and p is a totally umbilical point.
Proof. Using (4.14) in the Ricci inequality (6.1), we ¯nd the inequality (6.3).
If M is an invariant submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold, then for
a unit vector X 2 TpM , kPXk = 1. Using this in (6.3) gives (6.4). Putting
P = 0 in (6.3), we get (6.5). Rest of the proof is straightforward.
Remark 6.4. The inequality (6.5) in Theorem 6.3 is di®erent from the in-
equality (3.1), namely
4Ric (X) · n2kHk2 + (n¡ 1) c+ 3 eP (X;X) + 3 ¡n2 ¡ n¡ 1¢ trace( eP jM )
in the Theorem 1 of [15] and the inequality (6.1), namely
4Ric (X) · n2kHk2 + (n¡ 1) c+ 6 (n¡ 1) trace( eP jM )
in the Theorem 6.1 of [1]. Instead of (4.17) the equation (4.18) is used in [1]
and [15].
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x7. Minimality of Lagrangian submanifolds
It is well known that an invariant submanifold of a Kaehler manifold is always
minimal. In [12], K. Matsumoto proved that an invariant submanifold of a
locally conformal Kaehler manifold is minimal if and only if the Lee form is
tangent to the submanifold. In [6], B.-Y. Chen proved an inequality for max-
imum Ricci curvature for Lagrangian submanifolds of complex space forms,
and proved that in the equality case the Lagrangian submanifolds must be
minimal. In this section, we prove the following result for a Lagrangian sub-
manifold M of a locally conformal Kaehler space form.
Theorem 7.1. Let M be a Lagrangian submanifold of a 2n-dimensional lo-
cally conformal Kaehler space form such that the Lee form is tangential to the
submanifold. If the equality case of (6:5) is satis¯ed by a unit vector at every
point of M , then M is a minimal submanifold.
Proof. Note that if M is a Lagrangian submanifold of a locally conformal
Kaehler manifold such that the Lee form is tangential to the submanifold,
then
(7.1) AFXY = AFYX; X; Y 2 TpM:
Choose an orthonormal basis fe1; : : : ; eng of TpM such that e1 satis¯es the
equality case of (6.5) at p 2M . Then, fen+1; : : : ; e2ng is an orthonormal basis
of T?p M such that en+j = Fej , j 2 f1; : : : ; ng. From the second equation of
(6.2), we get
2¾ (e1; e1) = ¾ (e1; e1) + ¾ (e2; e2) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ ¾ (en; en) ;
which shows that
(7.2) ¾ (e1; e1) =
nX
j=2
¾ (ej ; ej) :
From ¯rst equation of (6.2), we get
(7.3) ¾ (e1; ej) = 0; j = 2; : : : ; n:
Let Y =
Pn
j=1 ajen+j =
Pn
j=1 ajFej be an arbitrary vector in T
?
p M . Then
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using (7.2), (7.1) and (7.3) we obtain
h¾ (e1; e1) ; Y i = a1 h¾ (e1; e1) ; Fe1i+
nX
j=2
aj h¾ (e1; e1) ; Feji
= a1
*
nX
j=2
¾ (ej ; ej) ; Fe1
+
+
nX
j=2
aj h¾ (e1; e1) ; Feji
= a1
nX
j=2
hAFe1ej ; eji+
nX
j=2
aj
­
AFeje1; e1
®
= a1
nX
j=2
­
AFeje1; ej
®
+
nX
j=2
aj hAFe1ej ; e1i
= a1
nX
j=2
h¾ (e1; ej) ; Feji+
nX
j=2
aj h¾ (e1; ej) ; Fe1i
= a1
nX
j=2
h0; Feji+
nX
j=2
aj h0; Fe1i = 0:
Thus we get ¾ (e1; e1) = 0, which in view of the second equation of (6.2) shows
that H (p) = 0.
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